Changing frontal contributions to memory before and after medial temporal lobectomy.
Frontal recruitment was characterized using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) during memory encoding in temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) patients before and after unilateral medial temporal lobectomy. Twenty-four TLE patients and 12 healthy controls underwent a preoperative fMRI session consisting of verbal and nonverbal incidental memory-encoding tasks that typically lead to robust, lateralized frontal activity in controls. A similar postoperative fMRI session was performed in a subset of patients. Preoperatively, the verbal task resulted in significant additional recruitment of right frontal cortex in left TLE patients, compared with controls. Right TLE patients instead showed typically lateralized frontal activation. Bilateral frontal recruitment has been observed in older adults and in young adults in situations of difficult task demands. Typical right-lateralized patterns of frontal recruitment were found in both patient groups during the nonverbal task, indicating that the bilateral frontal recruitment pattern was engaged dynamically depending on the task. After surgery, left TLE patients regained more lateralized frontal activity. These results demonstrated differences in frontal recruitment in left and right TLE patients. Such differences emerged in specific task settings and were influenced by surgery, suggesting a dynamic mechanism of frontal recruitment that can be obtained in TLE patients, possibly as a response to presurgical dysfunction.